Continuous asymmetric DOS at low T
Results
Quantum dot occupation at T=0.
At zero temperature
Correct scaling with Self-consistent agree within 3% with Bethe ansatz from the Friedel sum rule is underestimated in the Kondo regime
The density of states at the Fermi level.
At finite temperature
Temperature dependencies scale with T/TK*, where
The Kondo peak melts away for T > TK*.
Correct high-T asymptotics

Note: exact
Conclusions
Equations-of-motion can describe physical properties over a wide parameter range. High order truncation and self-consistency are essential in the Kondo regime. Limiting cases provide comprehensive analytical tests, while general equations need to be solved numerically.
Objective: Tractable analytic approximation for electron
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Exact hierarchy of equations of motion
Equilibrium Green function (GF) of two fermionic operators:
Interested in the GF on the quantum dot, .
Heisenberg time evolution generates a hierarchy of equations [1-4]:
(retarded, Im z > 0)
Decoupling closes the chain
Uncorrelated values [2] Fluctuation-dissipation theorem [3,4]
Immediate solution Self-consistency better results
Near failure for Kondo Need to solve coupled equations Choosing this path is crucial! 0 (spin conservation)
No more than one dot operator, + -+ -
